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The Publisher’s Page
Welcome To The Limestoner
I hope you enjoy our first issue. The cover shows the late, great cantankerous Vince
Marinaro marrying the famed waters of the Letort with waters from the Chalk Streams of
England. I thought this was a fitting cover for the first issue. This journal will cover
fishing, ecology, and protection of our spring creeks. You will find this magazine very
opinionated and with good reason because I’m tired of all the nonsense, lies, and stupidity
written and promoted on web sites, magazine articles and in books about spring creeks
especially the spring creeks of Pennsylvania from authors who know little about these
streams from either a scientific or fishing stand point. Much of what is written is totally
made up. I fished with the late Vince Marinaro and Charlie Fox and what they wrote in
their books years ago has little to do with what these streams are about today. I should
know because I’ve done more scientific research on the streams than anyone.
Our Spring Creeks Are in Serious Ecological Trouble
My research over the last 30 years show a steep decline across the board in all factors
environmental and biogeochemically in our spring creeks. I am comparing this data to the
famed English Chalk Streams and I see similar trends. Trout streams don’t exist in a
vacuum. They are the results of inputs into the system from the air, water, and land.
Many fly anglers don’t seem to get it or don’t want to get it. But if the present trends
continue our streams including our spring creeks are basically on life support. There are
other problems too and this includes restoration projects that do more harm than good.
Most people and many scientists don’t understand spring creeks and the efforts to fix
them has had extreme negative impacts on these systems. Remember one things: Spring
Creeks Run by Light not the accumulation of inputs from leaf litter like a freestone
stream.
Well I hope you enjoy this little journal. Please consider a donation for the continuance of
my research in protecting these waters. I wish you the best fishing and may all your risers
be big trout.
Tight lines,
Eugene Macri
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IN This Issue

The Basics of Spring Creek Fishing
The First Secrets You Must Master

This is the first issue of the Limestoner, Spring Creek
Journal published by www.limestoner.com and Gene
Macri. We hope you enjoy the issue and if you have
any comments please feel free to contact us. The last
page will contain all contact information. Tight Lines
and Big Trout!
There is probably more nonsense written about
limestone spring creek fly fishing than even fly
fishing in terms of misinformation. Part of this is due
to the people who write fly fishing books and articles
but only fish these streams occasionally. The
following approaches are the most important
techniques you must master in fly fishing but you can
get away with mistakes on most streams but not on
spring creeks. Mistakes on spring creeks often mean
total failure yet most of these faults can be avoided if
the fly angler would just gather themselves and think
for a few minutes. There is one thing that I have
never heard anyone speak about on spring creeks in
order to have success and that word is CONTROL!
Yes, control! Without control you are doomed no
matter how many years you fish these streams. Let’s
go over the basic tenets of this approach so you give
yourself the best chance of succeeding. You must
control all of the following:
?
Control all of your movement
?
Control your casting

?
Control your drift
?
Control your vision
?
Control your leader
?
Control your line
?
Control your fly
?
Control your strike
?
Control your playing of the fish.

Let’s quickly explore each of these tenets. I’ve
watched people for years run up and down these
spring creeks to the point I’d like to shoot them! You
might be able to get away with this on some streams
especially larger waters but this is the cardinal sin on
these streams. On most spring creeks you are trout
hunting! You are doing nothing but spooking fish by
moving up and downstream like a drunken wombat!
These fish can see you everywhere! Yes, I know that
most anglers believe that trout can’t see that well out
of the water but think again. This is another myth by
fishing writers who have written it over and over
again. Just think about it for a second or two. Trout
have survived for hundreds of thousands of years.
Their predators come from both the bottom and
above. If they couldn’t see very well out of the water
they wouldn’t still be around! In fact, have you ever
seen a trout jump out of the water completely and take
a natural right out of the air! So much for that theory.
Not only can they see around three--fourths of their
body surface but they can see you in the mirror!
On these streams most of the time you want to be
working upstream. You want a low profile and don’t
look like you are going to the Easter Parade or dress
like a glo-ball salmon egg!!! Wear muted colors and
blend in the best you can. I see fly anglers also
wearing white hats or caps. If I can see you 300
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meters away what do you think the trout can see? You
should move slowly and calculating.....like a Ninja. I
really mean that! Bend down and take your time.

algae, sticks etc. You want as few knots in your leader as
possible because the subtle currents on these streams are
not kind to knots....they cause drag.

Next, control your casting. What are you trying to
produce a casting video? I see people waving those rods
and lining the fish from 60 feet away and they don’t even
know it. First rule on a spring creek: don’t cast for the
hell of it...make sure you are measuring your cast and
make as few as possible. In many instances you may only
get one or two casts before you put a fish down. Now
control your drift. Don’t cast where you don’t need to.
Don’t put out 40 feet of line when you only need 20!
Understand the ratio of your equipment to the stream. For
instance, if you have a 9 foot rod, a 9 foot leader, and have
10 feet of line hanging from the tip you now have a reach
of nearly 30 feet. Learn to figure out what length of line
you need to get the proper drift and work from there.
Here’s part of the problem with people who aren’t use to
fishing spring creeks they can’t get near the fish because
of their approach so they end up trying to throw 60 feet of
line and end up spooking all the fish in the entire stretch.

Control your line is easier said than done for many fly
anglers. Keep the line on the reel not all over your feet or
the stream. Trout can see that line and the line flash
directly and in the mirror when you cast as far as I am
concerned. Once again keep it under control when you
cast and in most instances keep as much off the water as
possible.

Now here’s one of the most important techniques most fly
anglers never develop: Control your Vision! You must
learn to spot the fish and see through the water. If you
don’t you’ll spook most of the fish and you will never
know it. Here’s a simple exercise that most fly anglers
refuse to do that can dramatically increase catch rate and
success. Get yourself a very small pair of binoculars or a
monocular. You can buy these for under $20.00 in most
sporting goods stores. Now leave your rod in the car and
just go on the stream for a few hours and peer through the
glasses. You will be totally amazed at what you will see.
Keep doing this and you’ll learn where the trout hide and
how they move and feed. You also learn about what goes
on at the interface of the water’s surface and the air and
will you be surprised!
Now control your leader. The leader shouldn’t be all over
the stream. Realize something right now that most of the
time you are only fishing the tippet on spring creeks that
are small to medium in size. If your tippet is 40 inches
long, that’s a lot of drift on a spring creek. On the subject
of leaders, here’s another cardinal sin that many fishing
writers have propagated....knotted leaders. Forget it!
Knotted leaders will cause drag and catch the plants,

And finally control the fly...that’s right control the fly.
Keep the fly where you need to have it. If you are not
accurate in this domain then you need to practice because
spring creek trout won’t usually move like their freestone
brethren. Extreme accuracy is the rule here....not the
exception.
Now control your strike! This isn’t a largemouth bass
with a Rapala! I’ve seen strikes that would roll over a
Tarpon on these streams. Most of the time you will have a
fairly light tippet. The real problem is that you are fairly
close to the fish so the weight of the fish is felt
immediately and there is no distance between the loop of
fly line and leader to act as shock absorber. These are
called “green fish” when they are this close. For smaller
flies like tricos and midges use a slip-type strike to hook
the fish or you’ll just prick the fish and pull it out of their
mouths.
Control the playing of the fish! You must anticipate where
the fish will go on these spring creeks. Because you
usually can’t chase the fish. The fish will tangle you in the
weeds or plants in the stream. You must figure out your
position in the fighting of the fish before you cast your fly.
I’ve seen so many fly anglers lose their trophy because
they don’t have an idea how to do this. This takes practice
but if you fail to do this you won’t land many large fish
even if you manage to fool them..
Well have you noticed I haven’t mentioned fly selection?
That’s right because if you don’t master the art of control-you won’t need to worry about fly selection!
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Stay Away From
Fly Fishing TV Shows
There are a multitude of fly fishing shows on TV these days
and if you watch them and emulate what they show or teach
you’ll be a poorer fly angler for it in most instances.
Understand that these shows have to show people catching
fish and that means the places and the fish they catch are not
the most demanding. I’m going to be polite and not mention
any names or shows in particular but give you reasons for
staying away from these techniques.
First don’t raise your fly rod over your head to land a fish.
Where this technique came into being is beyond me. Make
the rod shorter to subdue a fish not longer! Play the fish from
the side at a 45 degree angle. Why do you think boat rods are
so short-- to land big fish! Next, play the fish off the reel.
Why do you have a great drag on the reel if you are not going
to use it! With light tippets on spring creeks this is the only
way to land big trout consistently and successfully.
Next by keeping the rod at the proper angle and playing the
fish off the reel...you control the fish. Always anticipate prior
to where the fish will go in the stream environment before
casting to the fish. I watch these guys run up and down the
stream...perhaps it’s for dramatic effects but it shows a lack of
preparation. For example if you know the trout is probably
going to head under the bank and for the log or brush pile
have a strategy in your head that you will use when you hook
them. In this case the trout must be turned immediately if you
don’t you’re probably not going to land him anyway! And
always (which they don’t do on most of these shows) is use
the heaviest tippet you can get away with. And finally use a
tippet long enough that it will stretch and give you some play.
For instance it’s much easier to snap a very short tippet
compared to around 40 inches because there is more
“elasticity” for lack of a better word in the 40 inches. Before
all the new tippet materials came out we use to use clear
sewing thread as tippet material. With about 50 inches of that
stuff we landed some really large trout!
So take these shows with a grain of salt. They are
entertainment and hopefully the techniques shown will be
ignored and just the fun of catching fish will be observed!
Spring Creek
Fly Fishing
Instruction
Private Lessons
gene@limestoner.com

Simple But Effective Patterns
For Spring Creeks
by
Eugene P. Macri Jr.

You don’t always need fancy patterns on spring creeks
to be successful. And some of the time you just can’t
beat the simple beauty and magic of soft hackle flies.
Soft hackles tend to work on spring creeks in a
number of different scenarios but one of them is when
trout are just taking stuff drifting in the currents.
Trout in a spring creeks can get very selective as we
know but if the trout is feeding on a variety of things
drifting in the subtle currents what do you use?
Realize also that contrary to what is often written in
fishing books and articles that not all the trout are
feeding on the same thing at the same time.
So here lies the beauty of the soft hackles. They can
imitate a variety of insects stages that are drifting in
the current! They can be used in the film in the
proper size to imitate midges, and emerging flies.
They can also be fished deeper to imitate caddis
emergers and so forth. So they do a job for a variety
of insects in a spring creek if fished at the right time.
Soft hackles for spring creeks should be tied in a
variety of patterns. First tie a size range to imitate the
mayflies and caddisflies that are in the stream. These
work because trout have a good idea what these things
are because they feed on them all of the time. Next
tie a variety of simple patterns in shades of red to
cream to tan and black in sizes 14-26 to imitate the
many midges in these streams.
Also I like the old standbys Grey Hackle-Yellow;
Gray Hackle- Peacock etc. in sizes 12-18. One other
point that is seldom mentioned use a variety of body
materials. Have fur bodies on some and floss on
others; try a number of combinations. I like the
orange body on some of these which is a fairly good
imitation of craneflies emerging. Tie the body with
orange fur versus the silk ribbed with fine gold wire.
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Since these are relatively quick and easy ties there is no
reason not to have a box full of these flies. You can fish
these at any depth. I use extremely fine shot to get them
down on very light tippets. You can also grease the leader
or tippet to fish these in the film (but some days floating
tippets may spook the trout). Trout will take these patterns
all day if fished properly. Use a minimum of casting and
find your trout first and these flies are simple but very
effective for spring creek trout.

Spring Creek Fly Fishing Tackle
by
Eugene P. Macri Jr.
I often get asked what’s the best equipment for fishing
spring creeks. There is no perfect equipment for
everyone. It really depends on how you fish. I can give
you some general principals however, and my own
personal prejudices. I prefer longer rods on spring creeks
for two reasons: 1) I can control the drift, line and leader
better and 2) I cast less and can have a longer reach. I use
rods for 2,3,4, and 5 weight lines. I prefer a moderately
fast action but not a broom stick because if it’s too stiff
you leave the light tippets and flies in the trout’s mouth. I
like reels with fairly decent drags to play the fish. I like
leaders of around 9-10 feet. I use knotless leaders and add
my own tippet sizes. Do not use knotted leaders on
spring creeks; they cause drag and catch plant
material and spook the fish. Furthermore, stay away
from braided leaders which spray water droplets and
also spook the fish.
I usually take a standard 7.6 foot leader tapered to around
3 or 4x and then add my tippet materials. This works for
me. I’m not a real big fan of taking forever to play with
leader formulae and tapers. If you know how to cast and
control your line and leader you won’t need to waste a lot
of time on this type of stuff.
Fly lines are something else however. I cannot see
spending $60.00 on a fly line until someone can show me
the advantages of it. For $60 they should come with a
good looking female model to light my cigar! Really I use
standard fly lines such Sci Anglers or Cortland. I prefer
Weighted Forwards on most spring creeks. Double Tapers
are fine also. It’s all in how you cast. If you are not an
accurate caster the $60.00 fly line won’t do you any good.
Sorry to the fishing manufacturers but for most spring
creeks a regular fly line works quite well. What about
color? Well I’ve been experimenting with that and I have
more to say on that at another time. Since I tend to try and

stalk my fish and use a minium of casting motion I’m
not sure about color. I will be trying some green lines
this year just to see if I can find a statistical or even
antidotal difference in selection. Many English fly
fishing writers swear by or should I say against brighter
fly lines. I invite your comments. I believe they show up
easier in the mirror but it also depends upon how you
fish.
What about brand names for rods, leaders etc? Well in a
future article I’ll have a few things to say about how to
get the most value for your money. But the fly angler
today can really get some pretty good stuff at some very
good prices. I hope this gives you some guidelines for
your adventures in spring creek fishing.

Trout Selectivity on Spring Creeks
by
Eugene P. Macri Jr.

Trout selectivity on spring creeks is something that
many people try to write about but few people
understand. Some of this is due to articles written about
trout feeding patterns. Many authors say that trout feed
energetically which means efficiently in a stream. The
problem with this nonsense is that there are studies from
other countries which show that trout don’t really feed
energetically at all in some waters! The late Dr. Robert
Butler of Penn State University who was a real expert in
these matters put it like this: “ Trout are like people.
Some are dumb and some are smart. The smarter ones
survive.”
I won’t go into this any further at this time except to
explain how trout feed in a spring creek and why they
get selective. Trout do not have to feed as energetically
or efficiently in a spring creek compared to a freestone
stream. The reason for this is rather simple: there is so
much food in a spring creek compared to a freestone
stream is that trout can feed whenever they want. There
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is food everywhere. Furthermore, the fish live in a constant
temperature range and thus grow all year. They don’t have to
live through the droughts of summer or icy conditions of winter.
So what does this mean? It means that the trout develop great
selectivity. This selectivity increases the more fishing pressure
that is put on the stream and the fish. This selectivity is further
enhanced for a number of reasons: 1) The waters tend to be gin
clear which means the trout get a very good view of everything.
2) The pattern of emergence and the pattern of invertebrate
communities are very different from a freestone stream. In a
freestone stream you get a great variety of populations of insects
but not a great amount of dominance due to many niches and
changing conditions.
In a spring creek the niches are immediately limited by the
water temperature range. This means with fewer niches you
get few changes in populations. Furthermore, you get fewer
substrate and current speeds which also limits your diversity.
And finally you get a very stable system in terms of volume
with almost no fluctuations and this also limits the niches.
Now this isn’t all bad because what you do get is a few
invertebrate populations with massive quantities. So you get
dominance by fewer larger populations within the invertebrate
community. This gives you longer emergence period for many
insects as compared to freestone streams. Because there are
large numbers of the same insects the trout’s imprint of what
these things look like is damn good to the point of not hitting
your imitation.
Trout are super selective on spring creeks because they can
afford to be. They don’t need to feed that efficiently all of the
time. They don’t use much energy in the slower currents and
feed all year in such waters as compared to their freestone
brethren. Take a brook trout in a sparse mountain stream and
the fish is seldom selective because it must constantly search for
food. Put the same trout in a spring creek like Big Spring and
they become super selective with a massive food source. Any
trout in any stream can become selective but trout in limestone
spring creeks are basically “born” with such selectively patterns
because from the time they are out of the egg they are feeding
on a massive quantity of food.

Please Consider a Donation
It’s That Simple I need Funds to Continue
Research and Studies on these streams. If
you think the PFBC and DEP will protect
these waters than you have learned
nothing from the destruction of Big Spring
by the PFBC and the Failure of DEP to
protect the stream. You many contribute
to my nonprofit at
www.riverandgamekeeper.org or contact
me directly at gene@eugenemacri.com At
the present time I need funds for new
microscopes for more studies and other
equipment. Please note all the work I
have done on these streams is Pro Bono. I
have never made a dime!

Private Fly Fishing Instruction
and Guiding
If you truly want to learn the methods
and techniques of fishing spring creeks
or improving your fly fishing ability in
all areas contact me. I also offer private
water instruction including spring pond
fishing for wild brook trout up to 7
pounds. You get what you pay for,
especially in fly fishing instruction.
Contact me at gene@flyfisher.com
Please visit our websites:
www.flyfisher.com
www.flyfisher.net
www.limestoner.com
www.flyfishingforbrooktrout.com
www.flyfishingforbrowntrout.com
www.bigspringcreek.com
www.letortspringrun.com
www.fallingspringrun.com
www.yellowbreechescreek.com
www.webtrout.com
www.eugenemacri.com
www.aquaticinstitute.org
www.aquaticinstitute.com
www.riverandgamekeeper.org
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Understanding Size Relationships in
Invertebrate Communities in Spring Creeks
by
Eugene Macri
One of the problems facing fly anglers who do not have a lot of experience on spring creeks is the size relationship of
the invertebrate communities as compared to freestone streams. Most of the fly anglers I instruct have boxes full of
flies that will not catch trout on most spring creeks consistently. This is because most of the books and articles written
really fail to address the problem in the proper manner. Take a careful look at the major groups of invertebrates found in
most spring creeks and the approximate hooks size that the imitations would be tied on. Notice carefully that the even
the mayflies are unusually small with the exception of a few burrowers on some streams. We are talking about true
spring creeks not simply limestone influenced. If stoneflies are present and there are a few in some streams they too are
very small and are only important for a few days a year. Now compare what types of flies and the sizes you have to
imitate these spring creek invertebrates! How do you match up?

Midges, Blackflies and Similar Insects

Size Range: 16 to 32
Quantity: Massive
Importance: Extreme
Emergence: There are some of these that
occur All Year

Caddisflies

Size Range: 14 to 20
Quantity: Medium to Large
Importance: Low to High
Emergence: Spring to Fall
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Mayflies

Size Range: 14 to 20 (Some exceptions)
Quantity: Low to High Depending on Species
Importance: Medium to High
Emergence: Spring to Fall with the exception of Baetis
Which Emerges All Year. On some of these waters there
are larger mayflies but these are the exception. Even the Green
Drake on some true spring creeks or the Speckled Dun (Callibaetis)
occur for only a short period of time.

Stoneflies, and Misc.

Size Range: 14-16
Quantity: Low
Importance: Minor to Medium
Emergence: Sporadic; May be important for a short time
each year

Cressbugs, Scuds, Aquatic Beetles

Size Range: 8 to 18
Quantity: High to Massive
Importance: Extreme
These Invertebrates Have Multiple Broods and are Present
in many different size classes throughout the year. There
are massive quantities and they are one of the most important
food supplies for the trout. In some stream aquatic beetles are
important but not as important as the Cressbugs and Scuds.
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Graphic Representation of Spring Creek
Feeding Patterns
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The graph represents feeding patterns in a spring creek over a 12 month period. Notice that the most
important two groups are the midges (and related macroinvertebrates) and the scuds, and cressbugs.
That does not mean that the trout may not be selective for something else during these time periods.
The mayflies and caddisflies are important from March though July for the most part. On some
streams this may go into September because there are extended hatches of certain mayflies and
caddisflies. The Trico use to be more important into November on some waters but its populations on
most waters has dwindled. Furthermore, the mayfly, Baetis is important all year because it has
multiple generations but remember that the size of this mayfly gets smaller as the season progresses.
You should also understand that on some waters that have extensive mayflies like sulfurs, that the
trout will feed on these nymphs 8 or 9 months out of the year. Notice the slight hump in the Caddis and
Mayfly groups in the fall on some streams you will get a couple of Autumn Caddis flies in large
numbers and in the Mayflies, some streams have a few Chocolate Quills (Paraleptophlebia debilis)
that come off.
You should easily be able to get your fly boxes keyed to this graph so that you always have the best
flies available. This graph does not take in terrestrials and things like Sculpins and bait fish but we will
have a future article on those two that will surprise most fly angler including the so called experts!
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